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CSDTalk More Tips 

Introduction 

A few students have had questions regarding the communication between CSDTalk and the rest of their 

code.  Here are a few notes related to this: 

How to: 

You must communicate through events or through InventoryItems. 

I started by setting up 2 simple conversations within TalkTree.  The first one has no inputs and tells the 

player to ‘Go and Collect the 10 keys scattered around the level’.  The second one is a ‘Congratulations 

message’ for completing the task. 

The second one relies on a passkey that I added, named CollectedKeys.  When the 

CollectedKeys value is set to 1, then this conversation is triggered.   

Note: remember the ordering for this matters in CSDTalk, so my second conversation is set to the top of 

the list – otherwise even when the correct conditions are set, the first part of my conversation will 

continue to be triggered, because it is always true. 

You can read more about the PassKeys, by taking a look at TalkPass.uc.  It is basically a collection of 

strings with an associated int (actually its a byte). 

I wrote some code, to find the passkey object in my inventory and change a value within it. 

Here’s my example code that looks for the passkey item in the players inventory.  It then reads and 

displays a value, before changing it.  This is in my playercontroller class: 

exec function CompletedKeyTask() 

{ 

 local string passKeyName; 

 local int    passKeyCurrentValue; 

 local int    passKeyChangeValue; 

 local TalkPass pass; 

 

 passKeyName = "CollectedKeys"; 

 passKeyChangeValue = 1; 

 

 pass = TalkPass(Pawn.FindInventoryType(class'TalkPass')); 

 if (Pass != None)  

 { 

  Log("Found TalkPass in Inventory"); 

  passKeyCurrentValue = Pass.GetKeyValue(passKeyName); 
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  Log("CurrentValue for "$passKeyName$" is :"$passKeyCurrentValue); 

  Pass.SetKeyValue(passKeyName, passKeyChangeValue); 

 

  Log("Newvalue for "$passKeyName$" is :"$Pass.GetKeyValue(passKeyName)); 

     

 }  

 else 

 { 

  Log("Unable to FindTalk Pass in Inventory"); 

 } 

} 

 

You may experience compilations issues with the above code.  This is due to it depending on the 

CSDTalk.u package being built, since it requires a TalkPass object. 

In order to fix this, add the exec command to the top of your file (mine is PlayerController.uc): 

#exec OBJ LOAD FILE="..\System\CSDTalk.u" 

 

I also ensured that the build order was correct in the MyMod2008.ini file: 

[Editor.EditorEngine] 

 

... 

 

EditPackages=xVoting 

EditPackages=StreamlineFX 

EditPackages=UTV2004c 

EditPackages=UTV2004s 

EditPackages=CSDTalk 

EditPackages=MyFirstExample 

 

Advanced: 

You could be more inventive and have a string in your passkey named: 

NumberOfKeysCollected 

Then you could have the NPC say something different for each. 

Even better would be to store a value based on a remaining uncollected key.  This could be a clue to 

where the next item is.  When you speak to the NPC you’ll be given some information as to where to 

look for it. 

Only if this value is set to a pre-defined value, e.g. 99, would the NPC move on to the next part of their 

conversation. 
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Hint: you’ll make debugging easier if you keep the individual conversations with NPC quite simple. 

I also thought the CSDTalk.TalkPass was a bit rubbish – so I added: 

function bool DoesKeyExist(string KeyName) 

{ 

 local int i; 

 for (i = 0; i < PassKey.length; i++) { 

  if (PassKey[i].KeyName ~= KeyName) 

   return true; 

 } 

 return false; 

} 

 

And also a SetKeyValueAbsolute() - I didn’t like the way you specified a change value. 


